Lyrics to No More Bullies CD by Leonardo and the Makin' Waves Band
1. B True 2 Your School

2. That's a Bully

From the first day to the last
it's a family not just a class....B True 2 Your School
When your walkin' down the hall
you're brothers sisters one and all...B True 2 Your School
Stick together and be strong
don't let others treat you wrong
Diversity makes us strong
include everyone we all belong
Join the movement sweeping the nation
respect and cooperation
K through 5 give me a shout
6 7 8 nice and loud

Pushing and shoving that ain't right
if somebody is picking a fight....that's a bully
It's nothing you did, tell them don't be messin' with the kid

3. Makin' Waves

4. Tell Somebody

Here's a song about doing right
taking a chance swimming against the tide
stirring up those waters calm
speaking out against something wrong

If somebody's picking on you
here's something you can do
Tell, Tell, Tell Somebody

There's a kid at your school
no one talks to him, some treat him cruel
be the first to say hello
you might make a new friend, you're a hero
It takes courage and integrity
to stand up for what you believe
its not easy you might be scared
it never wrong to show you care

Words can hurt and actions too
if somebody is mistreating you...that's a bully
The band is here with the news
if someone is giving you the blues...that's a bully

On the bus or walkin' home
they won't leave you alone
Tell the people who love you the most
Mom, dad, teacher or your coach
If your feelin' sad or blue
Here is something you can do

Mother Theresa, Martin Luther King
Mohatma Ghandi did amazing things
so many more on that list
you can change the world it starts like this
5. Take a Stand, Lend a Hand

6. No More Bullies

Take a stand, Lend a hand
every boy, girl, woman and man
Be a buddy, not a bully
sing with me everybody
It ain't cool, to be cruel
Here is something you can do

Have you heard
about the Golden Rule?
Respect each other
we're never cruel...No More Bullies
In the hallway
or after school
if somebody
ain't being cool...No More Bullies

7. Ready for Success

8. Trouble

Ready for Success...Yes I am!
Gonna take the right ingredients
reading, writing, math and science
art, music and history
now you know the recipe

Trouble...don't you stay
Trouble..yell "NO" then run away
It gets better when you're feelin' scared
Don't keep it inside you can share
Trouble when a stranger says “come with me”
play outside with a friend or a buddy
It gets better when you feel alone
We all find a place to call home
Trouble you know we've all had some
Trouble is one part of life not the sum
It gets better look beyond today
every morning brings a brand new day
It gets better I believe in you
all the great things you will do

Nothin' worth doing ever comes easy
it takes hard work, integrity
persistence pays off, always be kind
remember to wear your smile

9. Nothin' Gonna Bring Me Down

10. Don't Send it

I'm so glad the sun came out today
I got so much to do and say

Don't Send it, Don't Send it
Hard to mend it once you send it

move it along, sing my song
nothing gonna get me down

I was feelin' angry feelin' hurt
when I wrote those words
Counted to ten, felt like myself again

Don't wanna hear words that make me hurt
Don't rain on my parade I know what I'm worth
Movin' along, singin' my song
nothin' gonna bring me down
If I see a bully on the street
I can go the other way
won't let them bother me
We all have something to give
makes this world a better place to live
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I took a picture just to tease
So glad I pressed delete
I would never try to make a friend cry
Words are powerful pictures too
so much good with them you can do
Respect yourself and everyone else
No room for rumor gossip I wont share
I'm a person who cares

